
Tuesday 11/15/2022
Week 1

2nd Performing Arts 7:45am - 3:30pm
PAGr2Lp 8 Navajo Song of Happy!
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cn11.0.2a Demonstrate understanding of relationships between music and the other arts, other disciplines, varied
contexts, and daily life.
MU:Pr6.1.2b Perform appropriately for the audience and purpose.
MU:Re7.1 Select - Choose music appropriate for a specific purpose or context.
MU:Pr5.1 Rehearse, Evaluate and Refine - Evaluate and refine personal and ensemble performances, individually or in
collaboration with others.
MU:Pr4.2 Analyze - Analyze the structure and context of varied musical works and their implications for performance.

Objectives: The learners will…

•analyze (DOK 4) with fine-motor skills, the use of varied spatial elements such as directions. Dance 1B2
•create (DOK 4) and develop movements and gestures to express emotions,

memories, or personal stories. Dance2A1
•identify (DOK 1) how different instruments generate sound including shakers,

scrapers, struck instruments, drums, and blown instruments. Music 5B(a)
•critique (DOK 4) Recognize and respond to different genres of music. Music 2A(a)
•create (DOK 4) movement sequences that explore the choreographic principles of

unity and repetition of tempo. Dance4A1
Vocabulary
time – the relationship of movement to another

tempo – the speed at which a composition is to be played

indigenous - originating or occurring naturally in a particular place; native.

crescendo/decrescendo - gradual increase/decrease of sound

Essential Question
PA Essential Question
How does art help us understand other people lives? Does crescendo or decrescendo help embellish a song? Is the culture of New

Mexico interesting? How so?

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Engage students in a call and response artist habit of mind introduction song. “Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think!
(2x) Hands to yourself, one talker-at-a-time, and re-e-e-e-spect!!!! We are going to observe today boys and girls! Were
gonna Act Right! Care! And Think! cha cha cha!”

Warm Up & Review

from previous lesson: "Golden Rule and Que Llueva"

Expectations
The Teacher Will (TTW) explain how the Navajo tribe contributes to the culture and traditions of New Mexico. In the
beginning remarks by the teacher TTW explain the meaning of the word "indigenous."
Context/Purpose
The Learner Will (TLW) understand the purpose of observation as a performing artist ”We are all artists and last week,
as artists, we created an art print based on another culture with Ms. B. Today we will learn about the indigenous New
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Mexico Navajo Native Americans and understand the meaning of a New Mexico Navajo song and game and understand
the importance of our national holiday "Thanksgiving"……..so let’s begin! At this time TTL understand what tempo/time is
and how the Navajo people created songs with a slow steady rhythm.
Lesson:
~The Learner Will (TLW) start off by watching the teacher demonstrating steady beat of the song “Navajo Happy Song”
with a drum.
Hi yo hi yo ip si na yah

Hi yo hi yo ip si na yah

Hi_ yo, hi yo ip si na yah
Hi_ yo, hi yo ip si na yah
Hi yo hi yo------------:ll
~The Teacher Will demonstrate/teach/perform the following movement pattern to be used to accompany the tempo of the
song.
1.no beat kept
2.steady beat kept on legs
3.pat own legs twice ("O"), pat leg of neighbor to left twice ("L") : O-O-L-L
4.pate own legs twice, pat leg of neighbor to left twice, own twice, neighbor to right twice ("R"): O-O-L-L-O-O-R-R
5.the floor ("F") is added into the pattern, as follows: O-O-L-L-O-O-F-F-O-O-R-R-O-O-F-F
6.the final pattern is "singles" of pattern #5: O-L-O-F-O-R-O-F
TLW perform the Navajo Choosing Game: Students sit in a circle. TTW hold two balls of clay (one yellow & one blue) and
hold out both balls in hand without letting the guesser (student closest) see which hand is holding which. The guesser
then guesses which hand is holding the blue clay. If the guesser chooses correctly…..both balls are passed, but if the
chooser guesses wrong then that student is out of the circle and becomes a drummer/percussionist.
Once the game is finished…..those who chose incorrectly will become the instrumental accompanists and the others will
perform the Navajo Happy Song. (Switch after performance)

Student Self-assessment/Reflection: TLW discuss and review how artist create and how everyone in the classroom
today became performing artists by moving in Navajo rhythmic way. Ask the students “How did you feel when it was up to
you to stay on steady beat?” Was this a difficult task? Why? How did you use time or tempo today? Did you have to rely
on your partner to stay on rhythm? How? Explain/Defend you answer
PA-VA: Visual artists use indigenous culture as inspiration to create, PA use indigenous culture as inspiration to
create.

Closing: Sing closing wrap song “Were gonna act right care and think and today was GREAT!”

Materials / Resources / Technology
Materials & Resources

pre-recording of “Navajo Happy Song” by teacher, examples/ensemble representation of Indian drums, pieces of paper or
clay for each student (two different colors), thumb-drive/YouTube clip showing group performance of “Navajo happy
Song” Bluetooth audio, a small object to play the "Crescendo" singing game.
Differentiation / Modifications
Differentiated instruction as needed per student IEP or requests by education specialist with special needs students.
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